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CN- molecular ions in silver halides: optical properties of a 
new isoelectronic exciton trap 
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Fachtereich Physik Universiliir-GH. D-4790 Paderbom, Federal Republic of Germany 
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Abstract Low-temperature optical ahorption and luminescence spectra of AgCl and AgBr 
doped with CN- molecular defecls are investigated. While in AgBr an amalgamation type of 
exciton is formed, CN- in AgCl is found io act as an isoelectronic trap, producing a bund 
exciton state with a localktion energy of about 350 meV. Evidence for strong lattice relaxation 
to stabilize this state is pmvided by the positions and lineshapes of (he spectra An exciton model 
is discussed to account for the slrong temperalwe dependence of lhe decay lime and intensities 
The reeulls are compared with those for atomic-type isoelatronic impurities in AgCI, like Br- 
and I-. 

1. Introduction 

In the silver halides AgCl and AgBr. isoelectronic impurities substitutionally built into the 
anion sublattices are known to act as efficient binding centres for excitons. The basic 
mechanism that produces a bound state originates from the difference in electron affinities 
between the host and the guest ions. In the (negative) impurity ion, the attached electron is 
less strongly bound than the one attached to the host ion. Therefore, at least at sufficiently 
low temperatures, the impurity can bind a hole. It becomes neutral in the ionic matrix and 
thus it can attract an electron forming a bound exciton (BX) state. The most thoroughly 
studied system of this type is AgBr:I- for which a bound state exists with localization 
energy El = 43 meV (for references see Kanzaki 1986, von der Osten and Stolz 1990). 
It gives rise to characteristic luminescence which is strong enough to be observable even 
in the purest AgBr material, which always contains small concentrations of inadvertently 
present iodide. 

In AgCI,' bound exciton states me introduced and were investigated for doping with 
either bromide or iodide impurities (Joesten and Brown 1966, Ahrenkiel 1968). The main 
difference of these systems compared to AgBr:I- lies in the increased electron (holetlaltice 
interaction in this material that leads to additional stabilization and, as a consequence, to 
larger localization energies (El = 337 meV for AgC1:I-; E, = 185 meV for AgC1:Br- (von 
der Osten and Stolz 1990)). 

We recently started an investigation of molecular-type isoelectronic impurities doped 
into silver halides and in this paper report first results for CN- molecular ions in both 
AgCl and AgBr. We measured and analysed the absorption and luminescence spectra of 
this impurity which in AgCl essentially behaves like an atomic isoelectronic centre, but in 
AgBr does not result in a bound state. In particular, the molecular character of the impurily 
apparently is not important, except with regard to the defect symmetry. Compared with 
hitherto investigated atomic-type isoelectronic centres, CN- leads to a similar localization 
energy (4 a 350 meV). The corresponding exciton luminescence exhibits a pronounced 
temperature dependence of decay time and intensity, the origin of which is discussed. 
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2. Experimental results 

2.1. Optical absorption 

Because of the large spread in CN- electron affinity values published in the literature 
(2.75 eV (Shriver and Posner 1966). 3.70 eV (Griffing and Simons 1976)) no predictions 
on the existence of a bound exciton state in AgCI:CN- and AgBrCN- were possible 
(electron affinities 3.61 eV for CI-, 3.36 eV for Br- (Hotop and Lineberger 1975)). For a 
systematic study we therefore prepared CN- doped silver halide crystals with different CN- 
doping levels. The crystals were grown by a standard Bridgman technique starling with 
powdered AgBr or AgCl and AgCN. After growth, the doping was checked by measuring 
the absorption strength of the CN- stretching vibration in the infrared spectral region around 
2072 cm-I. With this no absolute values could be determined for the CN- doping levels 
but the absorption strength was found to be proportional to the nominal CN- concentrations 
of lo-’ to mole fraction in the melt which are indicated in this paper. 

3 -  

2 -  

1 

0 

AgBr + x AgCN 

2.68 2.70 2.72 

Energy (ev) 
Figure 1. Absorption spechd of AgBECN- for two CN- concenlrations near the indirectexciton 
edge at 20 K. The speclra are shifted dong the ordinate. The energy positions of lhe zero-phonon 
(D)  and m(L) phonon-assisted componenls are marked. Spectral bandwidth 0.2 meV. 

In a first step we then investigated the absorption of the crystals close to the indirect 
free exciton (FE) absorption edge. As illustrated in figure I. the effect of CN- doping in 
AgBr consists in a high-energy shift of the absorption edge accompanied, at sufficiently 
large dopant levels, by the occurrence of a zero-phonon absorption component due to the 
relaxation of the k selection   le. This behaviour indicates that a BX state is not being 
formed, but rather an amalgamation type of exciton behaviour occurs. 

Markedly different from this, in AgCl addition of CN- gives rise to a broad absorption 
extending from the FE absorption edge ( E L  = 3.256 eV) to lower energies and growing in 
strength approximately proportional to the impurity concentration. In figure 2 we display this 
spectrum, together with the analogous Br- induced absorption and a spectrum of nominally 
undoped AgCl (Stolz et al 1984). Comparing the integrated absorption between the two 
impurity-induced spectra, the oscillator strength in the case of CN- is smaller by a factor 
of three, suggesting an exciton larger in spatial extension and, hence, with smaller overlap 
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Figure 2. Absorplion spectra of (0) AgCkCN- and (b) AgC1:Br- in comparison with nominally 
pure AgCl (c) at 20 K. E$ TA and LA denote Ihe ene%y positions of the indirect free exciton 
gap, the TA(L) and LA(L) phonon-assisted absorption components. ~spenively. Spectral 
bandwidth: 0.3 meV. 

of the electron and hole wavefunctions (Joesten and Brown 1966). As for AgCkBr-, the 
lineshape of the CN- induced low-energy absorption tail over three orders of magnitude 
follows an Urbach law nicely (see e.g. Toyozawa 1986) 

a(E,  T )  - exp -U- ( 
where EA is the convergence point and U is the steepness coefficient. A dependence on 
energy like this is anticipated for an exciton state with strong lattice relaxation around the 
defect. Since the ratio of steepness coefficients of Br- and CN- induced excitons deduced 
from fitting the experimental data in figure 2 amounts to m(CN-)/u(Br-) = 0.28, we 
suppose a larger exciton-phonon coupling strength for the CN- compared with the Br- 
induced exciton (Toyozawa 1986). 

2.2. CN- bound exciton luminescence 

2.2.1. Spectra. The difference between the absorption spectra of AgCkCN- and AgBr:CN- 
is also reflected in the luminescence properties. In AgBr, excitation slightly above the 
exciton absorption edge essentially causes, besides the iodine BX emission, the well-known 
broad donor-acceptor band to appear with a maximum around 2.2 eV (cf, e.g., Burbeny 
and Marchetti 1985). 

In contrast, the luminescence spectrum of AgC1:CN- exhibits a strong dependence 
on excitation photon energy. Under excitation remnant with the CN- absorption tail 
accomplished by a mercury lamp centred around 3.215 eV (spectral width = 25 meV), 
a new luminescence band is found (figure 3, upper) with its centre of gravity at 2.15 eV 
and of width 0.35 eV (FWHM). This band is clearly related to the CN- impurity and on the 
basis of all properties, in particular its exponential time behaviour (see below), is ascribed 
to recombination of CN- bound excitons. 

Exciting the sample at 31267 eV slightly above the exciton absorption edge, an additional 
weak band grows up with centre of gravity at 2.53 eV (figure 3, next lower spectrum). This 
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Figure 3. Luminescence specha OF AgCl + 
10‘’ AgCN under different excitation conditions: 
EA, EL denole the excilalion photon energies 
of &e mercury lamp and the laser. respectively. 
PA % 1 mW and P, EC 100 mW are the 
corresponding excitation intensities. E L  refers 
to Ihe indirect absorption edge. The measured 
specua are decomposed inlo various componenD 
as described in the text, 7 = 20 K excepl for 
Ihe last spectrum measured at 7 = 6 K. Specoal 
bandwidth. 1 meV. 

band has been previously observed and is athibuted to excitons bound to bromine, which is 
present in small concenhations even in nominally undoped AgCl (Stolz et a1 1984, Schulz 
and von der Osten 1993). Going to excitations still higher in the band (3.4 eV), the CN- 
and Br- induced exciton bands become superimposed with a broad luminescence band at 
2.41 eV (figure 3, second from bottom) which is of intrinsic origin (Schulz and von der 
Osten 1993). At increasing power, when the impurities saturate, the spectrum depends 
strongly on excitation power with the intrinsic recombination dominating at high excitation 
intensities (figure 3, bottom). 

In all cases the total luminescence intensity could unambiguously be decomposed into 
three luminescence components, namely the Br-, CN- and the intrinsic bands, as displayed 
in figure 3. At a given photon energy E j  we thus write 

M E , )  = a l M E j )  + Q z I c N ( E ~ )  +a31i,dEi) (2) 

whereby peak positions and halfwidfhs of the separated Br- and intrinsic components were 
taken from previous wok (Schulz and von der Osten 1993). The CN- component was 
deduced from our own resonant excitation measurements. By minimizing the mean square 
error it is straightforward to determine the coefficients a,, a*, and a3 representing the relative 
strengths of the respective components. 

To analyse the spectroscopic data of the BX(CN-) we use the configurational coordinate 
diagram in figure 4 assuming linear exciton-phonon coupling (see e.g. Fitchen 1968). 
Because of the strong exciton-lattice interaction, a zero-phonon line (ZP) for the CN- BX 
could not be detected. However, careful consideration of the absorption and luminescence 
bands at their low- and high-energy ends, respectively, suggests its position to be situated 
at Ezp = 2.90f0.10 eV. This value, together with the energy position of the luminescence 
maximum (E, in figure 4), enables us to derive various energies that characterize the 
exciton (cf caption of figure 4). From the ZP line relative to the indirect FE gap energy 
(E:, = 3.248 eV). the localization energy of the BX state is El = (0.35 f 0.10) eV. The 
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lattice relaxation energy ELR and the bare electronic energy Eo can also be determined and 
are found to be ELR = (0.75 f 0.10) eV and Eo = (3.65 f 0.10) eV, respectively. These 
quantities are listed in table 1. 

Q 
Figure 4. Configuration coordinate diagram defining the energies used in the analysis (see text). 
The following relations between the energies hold; Em = Ezp - E,,, Eo = ZEm - Emax. 
El=€'  8X -€W. 

Table 1. Relevant energies (in eV) of excitons bound IO iscelectmnic impurities in A@. For 
definitions see figure 4. A€= are the differences in electron ahinities (3.61.3.36 and 3.06 eV for 
Ci-, Br- and i- (Howp and LineWer 1975): values between 3.36 and 3.61 eV were chosen 
for CN- (see text)) 

Defect A Ea Eo- Eh, El Em 
AgCI:CN- 0...0.25 0.4OiO.10 0.35+0.10 0.75*0.10 
ApCkBr 0.73 0.35 0.185 0.53 
AkI:I- 0.55 -0.10 0.337 0.23 

2.2.2. Temperature dependence of intensity. To further explore the nature of the CN- BX 
band, we investigated the integrated luminescence intensity as a function of temperature. 
In these measurements excitation was accomplished at 3.4 eV (see bottom spectrum in 
figure 3). and the various contributions to the total luminescence intensity were obtained by 
the analysis described above. As displayed in the log intensity against 1/T plot in figure 5, 
the strength of the CN- BX band at very low temperatures remains constant up to about 
20 K and is then strongly reduced, becoming smaller by three orders of magnitude at about 
30 K. Assuming thermal activation as the origin of the reduction, the temperature-dependent 
intensity I (T) can be written as 

Z(T)/Z(O) = 1 + g* exp ( -AE, /kT)  (3) 

where g* is the ratio of degeneracies and transition probabilities of the involved states. 
Fitting the experimental data, an activation energy AEan = ( I  8 k 5) meV is derived. This 
value is close to the binding energy of the FE in AgCl (EL, % 23 to 40 meV (see e.g. 
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von der Osten 1982, 1984), but much less than the localization energy of the CN- BX 
(E ,  iz! 350 meV, see above). This implies that the dominant quenching process is thermal 
ionization of the exciton (leaving behind the hole bound to the impurity) rather than the 
formation of a FE plus the remaining CN- impurity. A completely analogous behaviour 
is found for the Br- induced exciton luminescence also shown in figure 5.  The smaller 
intensity here, however, does not allow us to determine the activation energy accurately. 

T(K) = 20 10 5 

P -e a- - -- 

Figure 5. Integrated intensities of Ihe CN‘ 
and Brr  BX luminescence camponenu plotted 
against inverse sample temperature in A ~ C I  + 

0.05 0.1 0 0.1 5 0.20 ASN. me ~ r -  BX luminescence Originates hom 
unintentionally present impurities. Also shown is 
the intensiiy of Ihe inuinsic luminescence. T-’( K-’)  

22.3. Temporal behaviour. To reveal finer details of the electronic structure of the 
exciton measurements of the time decay of the luminescence after chopped excitation 
were essential. These were performed by means of a boxcar system. Otherwise we 
again used the spectral excitation conditions that led to the spectrum in figure 3 (bottom). 
Consistent with the superposition of various luminescence components, we found the time 
behaviour to depend on the detection photon energy ED. Two typical cases are illustrated 
in figure 6 .  For ED = 2.43 eV the intensity mainly stems from the intrinsic luminescence 
band, giving rise to non-exponential decay as expected. Monitoring the emission at lower 
energy ( E D  = 2.00 eV), the CN- BX luminescence prevails and causes initial exponential 
components in the decay curve, characterized by two time constants TA and re, implying a 
splitting of the CN- BX state into two substates. In analysing these data, we actually found 
that the total time-dependent intensity in this spectral region can be represented by 

The first term on the right-hand side accounts for the CN- BX decay and the second 
term models the non-exponential decay of the intrinsic luminescence, each with amplitudes 
depending on ED. Because of the difference between the chopping times of the excitation 
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and the luminescence lifetimes, the measuredamplitudes may deviate from the real ones and 
have to be corrected (Samiec 1990). Performing this correction, the amplitude ratio derived 
from the decay curves at zero time nicely agreed with those deduced from decomposing the 
total spectmm (figure 3). It demonstrates the consistency of our analysis and implies that 
the two exponentially decaying luminescence components A and B are related to the CN- 
BX state. 

"inirinriC' 

ED= 2.00 eV 

ED= 2.43 eV 

mirinsic" 

0 10 20 

Time (ms) 
Figure 6. Decay of the tola1 luminescence intensity of AgCl + IO" AgCN at two detection 
photon energies ED. Laser excitation ar EL = 3.4 eV. 'T = 6 K. The fast decay with rime 
constan& r ~ +  rg is due to the CN- bound exciton. be nonexponential decay to the inuimic 
luminescence. 

Another important result is the surprisingly strong variation of the luminescence decay 
with temperature, displayed in figure 7. To obtain these data the non-exponential decay 
due to the intrinsic luminescence (at the respective temperatures) was subtracted. Within 
the temperature range 1.8 to 13 K the CN- BX component B decays with time constant 
ZB < 5 ps. As this was already below the temporal resolution of our boxcar system, we 
were unable to measure its temperature dependence. In contrast, component A exhibits a 
dramatic variation, changing by three orders of magnitude between TA = 18.6 ms at 1.8 K 
and r A  = 40 f l s  at 20 K. The overall temperature dependence is plotted in figure 8, together 
with the intensity ratio I B / I A  after the necessary data correction has been performed. As 
can be seen from the figure, at low temperatures this ratio remains constant, decreasing 
linearly to zero for 8 K Q T Q 13 K as the faster component B vanishes. 

To simultaneously account for the measured temperature dependence of tA and the ratio 
I B / I A  we tested several exciton models and found that a splitting in three substates AI, Az 
and B is necessary (figure 9). A, and Az have to be in therm& equilibrium with each other, 
implying that the thermal transition probabilities are large compared to the radiative ones 
(WIZ, Wzl > rl, rz in figure 9, left). Considering the limit W I Z ,  Wzl + CO, the analysis in 
terms of rate equations shows (Samiec 1990) that in this situation the time decay of states 
A1 and Az is characterized by a single (effective) lifetime 
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Figure 7. 7ime behaviour of the CN- bound exci- 
ton luminescence intensity in A d  + IO-' AgCN 
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Figure 8. Temperature dependence of the effective time constant ZA of the CN- induced 
luminescence component A in logarithmic scale, The full curve Ulmugh the data for r~ is a 
fit according to equation (5). Inset: intensity ratio h / I A  of components A and B at different 
temperatures. The full line is a guide line for the eyes. 

E l ,  E2 and gl, gl designate the energies and degeneracies of the two stabs, the 
temperature dependence of Z A , ~ ~  being due to thermal redistribution among them. We 
have used equation (5) to fit the experimental lifetime data and found excellent agreement 
(full curve in figure 8). choosing the following parameters: 

AEA,+., = EA, -  EA^ = 2.1 meV TA, = l/rAz = 18.6 ms 

( R d R l  = 3) (TA2 = I /  r& 6 5 pS). 
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state 
Figure 9. Energy level system for lhe CN- bound exciton used to describe the experimental 
data For nomenclature and explanations see text 

While for E A , A ~  and rA, reliable values could be obtained from the fit, the quantities in 
parentheses turned out to be dependent on each other, so that one of them has to be fixed 
Consistent with the proposed triplet and singlet character of the states (see below) we have 
chosen g2fg1 = 3. 

As the energy splitting A  EA,^^ is very much smaller than the width of each transition, 
the total emitted intensity at any detection photon energy EO is approximately given by 

IA(O rA,nA,(t) f r A * n A ? ( t )  (nAi(O) + nAdo))rbexp(-riffr) 
= Aoexp(-rifft) (6)  

where Ao is a constant initial amplitude at f = 0 and n A l ,  nA, denote the time-dependent 
population numbers of exciton states AI, Az, respectively. "he temporal behaviour found 
for the CN- BX A component is completely consistent with equations (5) and (6). whereas 
state B, being characterized by a different time constant (re), is clearly thermally decoupled 
from A. 

With this in mind we consider the intensity ratio I B / I A  (figure 8, inset). During the 
relaxation process that follows excitation, states A and B become occupied by corresponding 
rates RA and RB that comprise capture cross sections and the probabilities for the transition 
between the unrelaxed and relaxed states. By introducing corresponding decay rates riff 
and rB (figure 9, right) and solving the rate equation system for the stationary case, it is 
straightforward to derive the relation 

IBIIA = R B I R A .  (7) 

Since experimentally this intensity ratio remains constant up to about 8 K (cf figure 8, 
inset), it is reasonable to assume that the relaxation rates into states A and B are temperature 
independent in this range. At higher temperatures, RB/RA obviously decreases because the 
rate RB decreases and the rate RA increases. Because both the total luminescence intensity 
and that of each component due to different defect centres are experimentally found to 
remain constant up to about 20 K (see figure 5), state A must be occupied at the expense 
of state B. All this implies that states A and B have a common unrelaxed excited state with 
the branching taking place during the final lattice relaxation. 

3. Comparison with other isoelectronic impurities in AgCl 

At this point a comparison between excitons bound to CN- and other previously investigated 
isoelectronic impurities like Br- and I- in AgCl is appropriate. For this purpose we have 
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included in table 1 corresponding energy data for these impurity ions derived from the 
linear exciton-phonon coupling scheme illustrated in figure 4 (von der Osten and Stolz 
1990). Applying the model approved to describe isoelectronic impurities in semiconductors 
(Dean and Herbelt 1979). we regard the impurity ion as the responsible binding centre and 
the exciton to be centred at the defect lattice site. Then the difference in electron affinities 
of the substitutional host ion mere Cl-) and the impurity ion represents a rough measure 
for the electronic potential provided by the defect to trap the hole part of the free exciton. 
Because CN- doping leads to a BX in AgCl but not in AgBr (cf 52.1) it has to be assumed 
that the electron affinity E,(CN-) lies in the range 

3.61 eV = E,(CI-) E,(CN-) E,(Br-) = 3.36 eV 

which, referred to &(Cl-), corresponds to difference values between 

0 eV c AE,(CN-) < 0.25 eV. 

Although AE, is positive for all impurity ions considered here, inspection of table 1 shows 
that only in the case of AgCI:I- is the electronic potential strong enough to cause a bound 
state ( E o  - ELx c 0). In contrast, for CN- and Br- the energy difference EO - E L  > 0, 
implying that the unrelaxed state at energy Eo is degenerate with the FE band states. In 
these latter cases lattice relaxation is necessary to additionally stabilize the state and bring 
its energy below E' 

Qualitatively this can be understood by considering the exciton binding mechanism in 
more detail. While the hole is localized at the defect ion and, to a first approximation, is 
built up by the uppermost electronic (p-like) wavefunctions of the isoelectronic impurity, 
the associated electron occupies the Ag' 5s states derived from the conduction band 
minimum. To account for the electron-lattice coupling the effect of the valence band 
states originating from the surrounding Ag+ ions (d-like wavefunctions) and the CI- ions 
(p-like wavefunctions) has to be included in the consideration. In  general, mixing the 
defect wavefunctions with those of the valence band causes a weakening of the defect 
potential, resulting in a delocalization of the hole. This effect, however, might be cancelled 
or even reversed if the defect potential is enhanced by lattice relaxation. In silver halides 
it is conceivable that lattice relaxation is caused by the high deformability of the Ag+ 
ions surrounding the defect (Fischer 1974, Bilz and Weber 1984). The necessary coupling 
between the hole and the Ag+ ions is mediated by the Ag+ d wavefunctions, whereby 
the strength of the coupling is determined by their total contribution to the overall hole 
wavefunction. 

Correspondingly, the relatively strong electronic potential in case of I- will essentially 
concentrate the hole at the impurity with only small contributions of d functions from 
adjacent Agf ions and, hence, weak electron-lattice relaxation. In contrast, due to the 
much weaker potential provided by the Br- and CN- impurities, the hole wavefunction in 
these cases is spread out, causing a high probability density at the Agt ions and appreciable 
lattice coupling. Consistent with this we find the magnitude in lattice relaxation energy Em 
inversely correlated with the electronic energies (A& and EO - EL,  respectively) of the 
respective defect, as seen in table 1. 

For further discussion, table 2 shows splittings and lifetimes of the energy states observed 
for different impurity bound excitons. As described previously ($2). the CN- BX is split 
into three substates (energies EA,,  EA?, E B )  while a splitting into only two states ( E , ,  .Ez) is 
found in case of Br- and 1- with lifetimes as listed in the table. Having the same symmetry 

as is actually observed. P' 
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as the replaced host ion, for atomic-type Br- and I- impurities a symmetry reduction caused 
by a local lattice distortion is likely to be responsible for the splitting of the originally eight- 
fold exciton state (Ahrenkiel 1968. von der Osten and Stolz 1990). For the CN- ion, on the 
other hand, due to the molecular character of the impurity the symmetry is lower than that 
of the defect lattice site. Accordingly, the symmetry of the exciton must be adapted to the 
symmetry of the U and A states of the CN- molecular ion. As far as the orbital momentum 
wavefunction is concerned, this can result in a splitting of the exciton hole state into two 
or three substates depending on the so far unknown orientation of the CN- molecular axis. 

Table 2. Energy states and lifetimes observed for excilons bound to iswlecmnic impurities in 
AgCI. Arrows indicate thermal equilibrium between states (see texl). a. this WO* b. Ahreridel 
(1968). 

Impurity Exciton states Lifetimes References 

CN- E6 1% < 5 &S 
EA< ++ EA, TA2 < 5 W S  a 
AEA,A, = 2.1 meV TA, = 18.6 mS 

B F  El < 5 11s 
Ez rz - 150ps a 

I- EI  U E2 rt = 3.1 11s b 
AElz =0.73 meV rz = 10.2 ps 

The spin character of the states is determined by the strength of the spin-orbit coupling 
and thus depends on the atomic number of the impurity ion. LS coupling for the hole and 
electron momenta, appropriate for CN- (atomic number 13) would result in BX substates 
with nearly pure singlet and triplet character, respectively. It therefore seems reasonable 
to ascribe the short- and long-lived luminescence components observed for the CN- BX 
to transitions from these states into the ground state. Different from this, the luminescence 
associated with the Br- and I- impurities (atomic numbers 35 and 53, respectively) 
originates from the well-known dipole-allowed A and forbidden B. excitons (jj-coupled 
hole and electron) entirely analogous to the case of AgBr:I- (Czaja and Baldereschi 1979). 
Here the substates have mixed spin character making it difficult to attribute the observed 
lifetimes without further experimental information. 

4. Concluding remarks 

In comparing the effect of isoelectronic CN-, Br- and I- impurities on the exciton spectrum, 
we considered the defect as the binding centre to trap the hole which then is able to bind an 
electron to form the BX. As demonstrated above, the properties of the BX are closely related 
to those of the impurity, making it possible to describe the effect of all these impurities in 
a uniform picture with the hole of the BX extending more or less towards the adjacent Ag+ 
ions. 

While no further knowledge on the exciton structure can be obtained from optical 
spectroscopy alone, it is important to note that this model is different from that encountered 
in the context of the interpretation of optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) spectra 
for the Br- associated exciton in AgCl (Hayes et a1 1977, Marchetti and Tinti 1981, 
Yoshioka et a1 1985, Spoonhower er al 1990). Here the hole is assumed to be centred 
at the Ag+ ion, forming Ag2* as in the case of the self-trapped exciton, whereby the 
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Br- ion replaces one of the six CI- ions in the first shell around the silver ('STE(Br-)'). 
Both models assume that ,the hole is simultaneously spread out over the impurity and the 
neighbouring Ag+ ions, so that they can be considered as borderline cases of the same 
picture differing, however, in symmetry and dynamical properties. 

As the CN- BX luminescence, in comparison with the Br- associated emission, is 
much more Stokes shifted and does not overlap with any intrinsic band, it appears to be a 
favourite candidate for further investigations, in particular by means of ODMR, to reveal the 
symmetry properties. 
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